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Average age by countries1 
India has the lowest median age among the top 20 largest economies

Source: World Population Review, soic.in



Interesting wheel chart about India2 
Captures the insights across various parameters in one chart.

Source: Research In and Out



How much top economies spend on healthcare?3 
USA spends a whopping 17% of GDP on its healthcare

Source: Ditto, Statista



Size of Oil market vis-à-vis other commodities4
Oil is 10x to the 2nd largest gold market 

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC



How does Paytm make money?5 
Payment services to Merchants and Consumers is now only 60% of the revenue

Source: Inc, Paytm Annual Report 2023



The World’s top 25 stock exchanges6 
Asia-Pacific region has 10 of the top 25 exchanges worldwide 

Source: Visual Capitalist, World Federation of Exchanges, Data as of Aug 2023



China is paring its US treasury Holdings7 
As seen, US treasury holdings held by China has been on declining trend

Source: US Department of Treasury, RenoirGraphiq



India is world’s biggest scotch drinker8 
South Asian countries become worlds biggest Scotch whisky market by volume 

Source: The Ken, Scotch Whisky Association



Will AI Help or Harm us?9 
As shown majority of the countries opine that AI will mostly harm people

Source: Lloyd’s Register Foundation World Risk Poll 2021, Visual Capitalist



Outperforming in the global skies10 
Indian airlines have upped and gained market share in international routes.

Source: mint, DGCA



THANK YOU

Disclaimer: The securities quoted are for illustration only and are not recommendatory. Any performance depictions are for illustration purposes only and such past
performance may or may not sustain in future. Investments in securities market are subject to market risks. Read all the related documents carefully before investing.
This message and any attachments are meant solely for investor awareness and forms a part of education and awareness initiative. The circulation of this document
shall not be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to subscribe, buy, sell, or hold any scrip, fund, or scheme. This document is intended only for the
personal use to whom it is addressed or delivered and must not be reproduced or redistributed in any form to any other person.
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